Optimizing ARINC 661 Rendering for OpenGL with Hardware Support in the JetOS Aviation Operating System
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Abstract
This paper denotes to the problem of the pilot display visualization speed. The software used in avionics has to follow strict rules prescribed by many standards. The studies used OpenGL Safety Critical (SC) with hardware support for Vivante GPU running in the aircraft real time operating system JetOS. One of the avionics standards – ARINC 661 – defines the application rendered in a cockpit display system. It raises the issue of efficient OpenGL SC using to ensure the acceptable visualization speed. Due to the specific of application prepared by the ARINC 661 server the visualization speed for the prospective aircraft platform (i.MX6 processor with Vivante GPU) is too slow to meet aviation requirements. An efficient visualization speed acceleration algorithm has been proposed and implemented. Firstly the OpenGL calls were optimized. But this optimization cannot be directly integrated into the ARINC 661 server. So a special intermediate module was designed and elaborated. The proposed approach makes it possible to achieve a visualization speed acceptable for an aircraft pilot display.
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1. Introduction

The Cockpit display system (CDS) provides the visible and audible information on aircraft and environment and gets control commands from aircrew. In such a way aircrew manages the modern Glass cockpit and thus interacts with the aircraft avionics. The primary goal of CDS interface is to minimize the cost of acquiring new aircraft systems, to add new cockpit display functionality over the life of an aircraft, and to manage equipment obsolescence in rapidly evolving technologies. CDS provides graphical and interactive services to user-defined applications (UAs) in the cockpit. The UA sends graphical information to the CDS in accordance with the ARINC 661 standard [1]. The crew controls the UA’s behavior using commands sent from the CDS to the UA. The interaction between the UA and the CDS is shown in Figure 1. Data exchanging between UA and CDS is implemented via network.

Figure 1: Interaction scheme between UA and CDS
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The CDS architecture should be robust with sufficient integrity, availability, reliability, and capability to support different display types. Typical examples are:

- Primary Flight Display (PFD);
- Navigation Display (ND);
- Head-Up Display (HUD).

It is obvious that the rendering speed of pilot display must be acceptable to ensure reliable and timely control over the aircraft.

An essential application (UA) is the Airport Movement Map (AMM) which provides a moving map with the aircraft’s current location shown on airport taxiways. A typical example is shown in Figure 2 [2]. We tested the rendering speed of the AMM application developed by ARINC 661 server [3]. We rendered it in the pilot display visualization system [4] elaborated for the perspective low power consuming processor i.MX6 with hardware support for Vivante GPU, running under the JetOS aircraft real time operating system [5]. The speed demonstrated by tests is 2-3 frames per second. This visualization speed is unacceptable for avionic applications. The minimum acceptable speed in most cases should be 10-20 frames per second.

![Figure 2: Example of Airport Moving Map](image)

The main reason for this low rendering speed is the specific rendering used in ARINC 661 server. The ARINC 661 demands to use a halo to improve the readability of graphical primitives. Halo is a full outline of a graphic primitive in a contrasting color (typically black). So the visualization of each graphic primitive uses several calls of appropriate OpenGL functions. For example, triangle uses three calls and segment five calls. Therefore to accelerate visualization in ARINC 661 server we try to replace several calls of OpenGL function by a single one whenever it is possible.

Therefore the goal of our study was to investigate the particularities of ARINC 661 rendering and optimize it whenever possible. Ultimate goal is to improve visualization speed till the acceptable level.

2. Related works

The visualization speed of ARINC 661 server is critical for avionic applications. A large number of works are devoted to designing, testing and accelerating the visualization of the ARINC 661 server. Several papers are devoted to the testing of CDS-UA interface [6-8]. The interface has primary influence on speed of display visualization and speed of pilot response on reported situation. Another
article represents the virtual platform for efficient and reliable elaboration of Cockpit Display System for one specific type of aircraft and for domestic aircraft CDS [9].

The works [10, 11] deal with the issues of rendering speed. In these works the OpenVG library is proposed to use for visualization, instead of using the 3D OpenGL library. OpenVG is a standard of 2D vector graphics API defined by the Khronos Group. OpenVG is designed for embedded system GUI rendering, and its features are appropriate to implement most of ARINC661 widgets. However, in our case this approach is inapplicable, since the ARINC 661 server developed by Ansys [3] uses the OpenGL library including its three-dimensional capabilities.

3. Particularity of the ARINC 661 application rendering

We investigated the real AMM applications created according to ARINC 661 standard. The taxiways are represented by line segments there. A concrete pavement of taxiways is represented by set of grey triangles. The three specific test applications were studied. They are shown in Figures 3, 4, and 5. The first application (Figure 3) contains only concrete pavement represented by triangle mesh. The second application (Figure 4) contains taxiways only. And the third application (Figure 5) represents the map of taxiways and concrete pavement. The OpenGL SC 1.0.1 was used by applications for visualization.

These three test applications allow to explore the main rendering problems encountered in an AMM application – rendering a triangular mesh, an array of segments, and a combination of them. The buttons at the bottom of the screen in these figures allow to control the level of details of the rendered objects and their rotation. Direct use of OpenGL in these tests results in too slow visualization speed for these examples: 3 frames per second for the triangular mesh test, 2.3 frames per second for the array of segments, and 1.7 frames per second for its combination.

![Figure 3: Triangle mesh visualization](image-url)
In these examples, rendering a triangular mesh uses 7381 `glDrawArrays()` calls per frame and an array of segments 5031 such calls. Each `glDrawArrays()` call breaks the OpenGL pipeline, data is written from CPU memory to GPU memory. Thus, using hardware OpenGL becomes ineffective.
4. Optimization of OpenGL calls

The ARINC 661 server developed by Ansys [3] uses special intermediate OGLX library to call appropriate OpenGL functions. So the first our implementation was made directly in OGLX library by some code optimization. The OGLX library uses geometry visualization the \texttt{glDrawArrays()} function only. The following types of OpenGL primitives in \texttt{glDrawArrays()} function are used: \texttt{GL\_TRIANGLE\_STRIP, GL\_TRIANGLE\_FAN, GL\_TRIANGLES, GL\_LINE\_STRIP, GL\_LINE\_LOOP} and \texttt{GL\_LINES}. To decrease the number of \texttt{glDrawArrays()} calls we use in the optimized version the \texttt{GL\_TRIANGLES} and \texttt{GL\_LINES} primitives only. Other types of primitives are simply converted to them. Additionally to reduce the number of \texttt{glDrawArrays()} calls instead of setting current color by \texttt{glColor4f()} we set the color in vertices by \texttt{glColorPointer()} function. To replace several calls of \texttt{glDrawArrays()} by single one in our extension we need to unite arrays of vertex coordinates and their attributes – colors and texture coordinates of different graphic primitives for sequentially called drawing functions \texttt{glDrawArrays()}.

4.1. OpenGL state

Combining vertex attributes is only valid if successive calls to the drawing function match the same OpenGL state. The state of OpenGL is determined by the OpenGL drawing parameters that have been set when the \texttt{glDrawArrays()} function was called. The following parameters define the OpenGL state in OGLX library:

1. stencil mask set by \texttt{glStencilMask()} function;
2. clear value for the stencil buffer, set by \texttt{glClearStencil()} function;
3. clear buffer mask, set by \texttt{glClear()} function;
4. width of rasterized lines, set by \texttt{glLineWidth()} function;
5. frame buffer color components for writing, set by \texttt{glColorMask()} function;
6. stencil functions and parameters set by \texttt{glStencilFunc()} and \texttt{glStencilOp()} functions;
7. scissor box parameters, set by the \texttt{glScissor()} function;
8. various parameters allowing and disallowing the use of different data, scissor box, stencil buffer, texture, depth test and so on set by \texttt{glEnable()} and \texttt{glDisable()} functions;
9. Name (identifier) of used texture set by \texttt{glBindTexture()} function;
10. Type of current primitive – triangle or segment.

4.2. Work algorithm

The algorithm of the optimized OGLX library can now be described as follows:

1. Calls of such OpenGL functions as \texttt{glClearColor()}, \texttt{glStencilMask()}, \texttt{glClearStencil()}, \texttt{glClear()}, \texttt{glColor4f()}, \texttt{glEnable()}, \texttt{glDisable()}, \texttt{glEnableClientState()}, \texttt{glDisableClientState()}, \texttt{glLineWidth()}, \texttt{glColorMask()}, \texttt{glStencilOp()}, \texttt{glStencilFunc()}, \texttt{glViewport()}, \texttt{glScissor()}, \texttt{glBindTexture()} are replaced by appropriate functions with \texttt{Set} prefix, i.e. \texttt{SetClearColor()}, \texttt{SetStencilMask()}, \texttt{SetClearStencil()}, and so on. These functions instead of passing parameters to OpenGL store them in internal private structure. This structure, in particular, defines current OpenGL state.

2. Original call of \texttt{glDrawArrays()} in OGLX library is replaced by special \texttt{ProcessPrimitives()} function developed by us. When it is called the parameters of the previous and current states of OpenGL are compared. If these states are the same (or it is the first call of the \texttt{ProcessPrimitives()} function), then the drawing data (vertex and texture coordinates, vertex colors) is added to the previous one. Using the \texttt{glLoadMatrix()} function requires separate calls of \texttt{glDrawArrays()} function for different matrices. To avoid these multiple calls the vertex coordinates are multiplied by current matrix before adding. The triangles primitives \texttt{GL\_TRIANGLE\_STRIP} and \texttt{GL\_TRIANGLE\_FAN} are replaced here by \texttt{GL\_TRIANGLES} one. Segment primitives \texttt{GL\_LINE\_STRIP} and \texttt{GL\_LINE\_LOOP} are replaced by \texttt{GL\_LINES} one. This primitive transformation is necessary to provide using one \texttt{glDrawArrays()} function for triangles and one for line segments to draw different types of primitives.
3. If the previous and current OpenGL states do not match then the data united for drawing with the necessary settings in OpenGL from the previous state is drawn by one call of `glDrawArrays()`. 

4. Only the changed OpenGL parameters of the previous state from 3.1 are set in OpenGL. 

5. The array of vertex coordinates and colors are set in OpenGL by using `glEnableClientState()`, `glVertexPointer()` and `glColorPointer()` functions. 

6. If the textured triangles are drawn, then the array of vertex texture coordinates is set by using `glEnable(GL_TEXTURE_2D)`, `glEnableClientState(GL_TEXTURE_COORD_ARRAY)` and `glTexCoordPointer()` functions. If triangles are not textured or segments are drawn then the `glDisableClientState(GL_TEXTURE_COORD_ARRAY)` and `glDisable(GL_TEXTURE_2D)` functions are called before `glDrawArrays()` calling. 

7. The `glDrawArrays()` function is called respectively with the GL_TRIANGLES or GL_LINES parameter.

**Note.** Several calls of OpenGL functions – `glTexImage2D()`, `glViewport()`, `glGenTextures()` and `glTexImage2D()` – are called from OGLX once during its initialization. We have omitted these details here for the sake of simplicity.

In result of these optimization the number of calls of the `glDrawArrays()` function for the application in figure 3 (triangles) has decreased from 7398 to 46, for taxiways application on figure 4 (line segments) from 5049 to 46 and for the application on figure 5 (triangles and line segments) from 12436 to 47. Appropriately speed was increased to 24.1 frames per second for the first application, till 21.2 for the second one and till 15.2 frames per second for the third application.

## 5. The OpenGL server

The solution described in previous section provides acceptable visualization speed for ARINC 661 server rendering. But it has essential drawback – it requires notable changes in OGLX library which is a part of ARINC 661 server. So this requires valuable additional efforts during avionic software certification. More suitable approach is isolating developed approach in separate module. The most reasonable is to place this code directly into OpenGL library or in some intermediate layer between ARINC 661 server and OpenGL. For the sake of effectiveness we implemented OpenGL library as Asymmetric Multi-Processing (AMP) module in JetOS terms.

### 5.1. OpenGL server

For a multi-core system JetOS supports the ability to run multiple modules (or JetOS instances) on a single device. These modules work independently on different processor cores. This functionality in JetOS is called Asymmetric Multi-Processing (AMP). It is an extension of the ARINC 653 standard and allows more efficient use of processor resources. We use this technology to run the OpenGL library on separate processor core as a OpenGL server. The interaction between ARINC 661 server and OpenGL server is implemented through shared between modules memory blocks. Interaction scheme between UA, CDS and OpenGL server is shown in Figure 6.

**Figure 6:** Interaction scheme between UA and CDS using OpenGL server

We have implemented a solution close to the approach used in [4] for multi-window display visualization. The interaction between CDS and the OpenGL server is as follows:

1. In CDS all used OpenGL functions are replaced by special ones implemented in OGLOUTS library. No changes done directly in CDS. 
2. These functions mainly record all parameters set passed by these functions and their identifiers in arrays in memory shared by CDS and the OpenGL server. Their actual execution by the OpenGL server will start after the call the `SwapBuffers()` function which starts render of the whole frame.
3. The OpenGL server processes the data stored in shared memory by using special OGLINS library. Functions in this library read data from shared memory, retrieve the corresponding OpenGL function identifier and its parameters stored by OGLOUTS library and call the native OpenGL function.

4. CDS uses several functions that are used during the initialization and should be executed immediately. These are the `glViewport()`, `glGenTextures()`, `glBindTexture()` and `glTexImage2D()` functions. In case `glGenTextures()` result should be returned to the CDS for future use by the `glBindTexture()` function. This is provided by a synchronization mechanism.

5. When all the data required for OpenGL execution – geometry parameters, various attributes, OpenGL state parameters, and appropriate sequence of OpenGL function calls – are prepared and the `SwapBuffers()` function is called then synchronization mechanism starts the OpenGL server. It processes all data stored in shared memory.

5.2. Synchronization between CDS and OpenGL server

Synchronization of the CDS and the OpenGL server is done using special objects called events which are implemented via small shared blocks of memory between modules [12]. Two events are used in our case:

- **StartOgl** – is set to the signaled state by CDS in OGLOUTS library when the data stored in the shared memory is ready for processing by the OpenGL server;
- **EndOgl** – is set to signaled state by the OpenGL server when a specified piece of data stored in shared memory is being processed and the OpenGL server is ready to process the next piece of data.

Initially StartOgl event is set to non-signaled state and EndOgl is set to the signaled state.

The synchronization on CDS level is implemented in OGLOUTS library. It should be noted that synchronization is only necessary for functions which require immediate execution on OpenGL server. These are the functions pointed in section 4.1 and `SwapBuffers()` function which is called for frame rendering completion. The rest of the functions in OGLOUTS library implement the algorithms described in section 4.2, but results are now stored in appropriate structures in shared memory instead of using internal arrays in the OGLX library.

The pseudocode of the algorithm for each function from the OGLOUTS library which executes OpenGL functions through an OpenGL server can be represented as follows:

1. The name and interface of each function is the same as the corresponding function from the OpenGL standard. Only functions used in CDS have been implemented.
2. Wait while the **EndOgl** event will be set to the signaled state. That means that previous portion of data already was processed by OpenGL server.
3. Store the specified function identifier and all passed parameters in the corresponding arrays in the shared memory.
4. Set **EndOgl** event to the non-signaled state.
5. Set **StartOgl** event to the signaled state.
6. Wait while **EndOgl** event will be set to the signaled state.
7. In case when some data needs to be returned, retrieve it from shared memory. This is only the `glGenTextures()` function in the current implementation.
8. In case of `SwapBuffers()` function the entire set of the OpenGL function calls with corresponding data prepared using the algorithms described in section 4.2 will be passed to the OpenGL server for execution. The data arrays passed by the `glVertexPointer()`, `glColorPointer()` and `glTexCoordPointer()` functions which are stored in special separate arrays also pass through shared memory.

The synchronization on the OpenGL server level is relatively simple. The corresponding pseudocode of the algorithm can be represented as follows:

```plaintext
while(TRUE)
{
    Wait while the **StartOgl** event will be set to the signaled state.;
    Set **StartOgl** event to the non-signaled state.
}
```
Call the `process_all_ogl_commands()` function.
Set the `EndOgl` event to the signaled state.

The `process_all_ogl_commands()` function sequentially processes all OpenGL functions stored in shared memory one after the other. The corresponding array contains function identifiers and basic parameters. The end of processing in that array is indicated by special function identifier. It should be noted that in case of the several functions called during initializing (specified in section 4.1) and required immediate execution, the OpenGL server will process them in one call. While during `SwapBuffers()` function processing the entire set of OpenGL functions used for given frame will be done.

6. Results and conclusion

The visualization speed using the original OGLX library and two proposed approaches is shown in the Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test/approach</th>
<th>Original</th>
<th>Optimized OGLX</th>
<th>OpenGL server</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Concrete pavement only (Fig. 3)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>24.1</td>
<td>20.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taxiways only (Fig. 4)</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>21.2</td>
<td>21.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taxiways with concrete pavement (Fig. 5)</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>15.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It should be noted that research has shown that direct use of shared memory for computations is slower than regular RAM. So to obtain the results shown in the table in OpenGL server we use for them regular RAM and copy the results to the shared memory before OpenGL server invoking.

Both proposed approaches produce results that are acceptable for use in aeronautical applications. But the OpenGL server approach is more preferable from a certification and maintenance point of view since the additional code is isolated from both the OGLX and the OpenGL libraries.

The proposed approach made it possible to preserve the specifics of the ARINC 661 server operation, in particular, the use of halo effects to ensure better readability of widgets on the pilot's display and at the same time ensure an acceptable rendering speed.
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